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Newman Association of America

Call for Papers
 Newman  Association of America Annual Conference
 Walsh University
 North Canton, Ohio 44720
 August 8-10, 2013
Convention Theme: 

The Specter of Secularism

Proposals  are invited on various aspects of a phenomenon that has characterized Western culture since Newman’s time. 
He wrote of an increasing infidelity in his own day as well as a liberalism that  fostered it.  In our times, Pope Benedict XVI has
made the topic of secularism and the “retreat from church life” a motif of his pastoral energies. In the United States, one tenth of
its 300,000,000 citizens are baptized Roman Catholics who have quit the church, some for another church, most for nothing at all.
Does Newman help us understand the nature of secularism and an attendant agnosticism or un-churched situation, understand
their causes, and offer remedies?  Not to be overlooked for a possible paper is a distinction that could be drawn between
secularism and secularity, with the latter not sharing in the negativity of the former.

 Email proposals of 100-150 words to Prof. Ed Miller of Gwynedd Mercy College (miller.e@gmc.edu) by March 15, 2013.  Include your full name, title, institution, address,
and phone number.  Acknowledgment of submissions will be made immediately. Selection and notification to presenters will follow in a timely manner.

“For…fifty years I have resisted to the best of my powers the spirit of liberalism in religion….
[It]  is the doctrine that there is no positive truth in religion, but that one creed is as good as another, 
and this is the teaching which is gaining substance and  force daily.  It is inconsistent with any recognition 
of any religion, as .  It teaches that all are to be tolerated, for all are matters of opinion.  Revealed 
religion is not a truth, but a sentiment and a taste; not an objective fact, not miraculous; and it is the 
right of each individual to make it say just what strikes his fancy.”
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- Newman’s Biglietto Speech, 
12 May 1879, on becoming a Cardinal -
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